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ABSTRACT

We have performed the first extensive analysis of the impact of an ½�=Fe�> 0 metal distribution on broadband
colors in the parameter space (surface gravity, effective temperature, and metal content) covered by Galactic
globular cluster stars. A comparison of updated and homogeneous ATLAS 9 UBVRIJHKL synthetic photometry,
for both � -enhanced and scaled-solar metal distributions, has shown that it is impossible to reproduce � -enhanced
(B� V ) and (U � B) color transformations with simple rescalings of the scaled-solar ones. At ½Fe=H� � �2:0,
� -enhanced transformations are well reproduced by scaled-solar ones with the same [Fe/H], but this good
agreement breaks down at [Fe/H] larger than about �1.6. As a general rule, (B� V ) and (U � B) � -enhanced
colors are bluer than scaled-solar ones at either the same [Fe/H] or the same [M/H], and the differences in-
crease with increasing metallicity and decreasing TeA. A preliminary analysis of the contribution of the various
� -elements to the stellar colors shows that the magnesium abundance (and to a lesser extent oxygen and silicon)
is mainly responsible for these differences. On the contrary, the bolometric correction to the V-band and other
infrared colors predicted by � -enhanced transformations are well reproduced by scaled-solar results because of
their weak dependence on the metal content. Key parameters, such as the turnoff and zero-age horizontal branch
V magnitudes, as well as the red giant branch tip I magnitude obtained from theoretical isochrones, are in general
unaffected when using the appropriate � -enhanced transformations in place of scaled-solar ones. We have also
studied, for the first time, the effect of boundary conditions obtained from appropriate � -enhanced model
atmospheres on the stellar evolutionary tracks in the log L=L� TeA plane. We find that, for both scaled-solar and
� -enhanced metal mixtures, the integration of a solar T (�) relationship provides—at least for masses larger than
0.5–0.6 M�—tracks very similar to those computed using boundary conditions from the appropriate model
atmospheres.

Subject headinggs: stars: abundances — stars: evolution — stars: horizontal-branch — stars: late-type

1. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical stellar evolution models, color transformations,
and bolometric corrections are essential ingredients for inter-
preting photometric data of resolved and unresolved stellar
systems. A reliable comparison of theory with observations re-
quires, in principle, that the element abundance distribution
employed in the theoretical models closely match the pattern in
the observed stellar systems.

Whereas the standard heavy-element distribution generally
used in stellar evolution computation is the solar one, there
are cases in which this assumption is not correct. A remark-
able example is the Galactic halo, whose stellar component
(field and globular cluster stars) shows a ratio ½�=Fe�> 0 (e.g.,
Lambert 1989) where � denotes elements such as O, Ne, Mg,
Si, S, Ar, Ca, and Ti. The effect on stellar models and isochrones
of a metal ratio ½�=Fe� > 0 has been exhaustively investigated

by Salaris et al. (1993). They found that for �-element dis-
tributions typical of the halo population, � -enhanced models
and isochrones are well reproduced by scaled-solar ones with
the same global metal abundance. This result has been widely
used until now, with the proviso that—as shown by, e.g., Weiss
et al. (1995), Salaris & Weiss (1998), Vandenberg et al. (2000),
Salasnich et al. (2000), and Kim et al. (2002)—this equiva-
lence breaks down when the total metallicity is of the order of
Z � 0:002.
What is still missing is a study of the influence of ½�=Fe�> 0

on the color transformations and bolometric corrections (here-
after CT transformations) derived from theoretical model at-
mospheres. Until now, all published sets of � -enhanced evolu-
tionary models employ theoretical CT transformations derived
from scaled-solar model atmosphere grids (sometimes with
empirical adjustments), although it is not clear to what extent
scaled-solar transformations are a good approximation to the
proper �-enhanced colors and bolometric corrections.
Barbuy (1994), McQuitty et al. (1994), Tripicco & Bell

(1995), Barbuy et al. (2003), Thomas et al. (2003), Vazdekis
et al. (2003), and Franchini et al. (2004) have investigated the
effect of an� -element enhancement on the spectral indices used
for metallicity and age estimates of unresolved stellar systems,
but there are no analogous studies devoted to the effect on
broadband colors and bolometric corrections. The effect of an
� -element enhancement on (U � B) and (B� V ) colors of
main-sequence stars and red giants has been only briefly dis-
cussed by Castelli (1999) for the case of a single low-metallicity
value, i.e., ½Fe=H� ¼ �2.
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This paper aims at filling this gap by studying the differences
between scaled-solar and � -enhanced transformations to the
widely used UBVRIJHKL photometric bands for Galactic halo
stars. In addition, our grid of � -enhanced model atmospheres
allowed us to employ boundary conditions for the stellar model
computations obtained from the appropriate model atmospheres
and compare in the log L=L� TeA plane the results with models
computed using—as customary—boundary conditions obtained
by integrating a solar T (�) relationship. In x 2 we briefly intro-
duce the synthetic colors and bolometric corrections used in this
work, and in x 3 we compare scaled-solar with � -enhanced CT
transformations. In x 4 we discuss the effect of the boundary
condition choice on the stellar model computation, and the full
results are summarized in x 5.

2. MODEL ATMOSPHERES, COLORS,
AND BOLOMETRIC CORRECTIONS

UBVRIJHKL synthetic photometry based on updated
ATLAS 9 model atmospheres (Castelli & Kurucz 2003) was
computed for both scaled-solar and � -enhanced metal dis-
tributions (see Pietrinferni et al. 2004 for more details). The
model atmospheres were computed by adopting as reference
solar chemical composition that from Grevesse & Sauval
(1998) instead of the Anders & Grevesse (1989) one, as in the
case of previous ATLAS9 models (Kurucz 1993). Previous
scaled-solar models were computed for an iron abundance
log (NFe) ¼ 7:67 [with the usual normalization log (NH) ¼ 12],
whereas � -enhanced models were computed assuming the
more recent estimate log (NFe) ¼ 7:51. This discrepancy of
the Fe abundance for the old models prevented in the past a
rigorous comparison of � -enhanced and scaled-solar colors.
Furthermore, the new model atmospheres now include (for
both scaled-solar and � -enhanced metal mixtures) the impor-
tant contribution to the total opacity of H2O lines and of the
quasi-molecular absorption of H�H and H�H+ (Castelli &
Kurucz 2001).

The � -enhanced models have scaled-solar abundances for
all elements except O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, Ca, and Ti, for which
the logarithmic scaled-solar abundance is increased by 0.4 dex
(i.e., ½�=Fe� ¼ 0:4). All the models (both scaled-solar and
� -enhanced) were computed with the overshooting option for
the convection switched off and a mixing-length parameter
l=Hp ¼ 1:25 (see Castelli 1999 and references therein). Grids
of updated model atmospheres, energy distributions, and color
indices in UBVRIJKL and Strömgren uvby photometric sys-
tems are available so far for [Fe/H] equal to �2.5, �2.0, �1.5,
�1.0, �0.5, and 0.0 in the case of � -enhanced metal distri-
bution (we are in the process of computing models for super-
solar metal content) and extended up to ½Fe=H� ¼ þ0:2 and
+0.5 for the scaled-solar mixture. In all the cases, the micro-
turbulent velocity is � ¼ 2 km s�1. The adopted U passband is
from Buser (1978), B and V are from Azusienis & Straižys
(1969), R and I-Cousins passbands are from Bessell (1990),
and JKL passbands are from Johnson (1965), reported also by
Lamla (1982). Finally, the H passband is from Bessell & Brett
(1988). For each [Fe/H] value, the model grid covers the
range from 3500 to 50,000 K in TeA, and from 0.0 to 5.0 in
log (g).7

3. � -ENHANCED TRANSFORMATIONS VERSUS
SCALED-SOLAR ONES

The complete consistency between the scaled-solar and
� -enhanced CT transformations enables us to perform a reli-
able differential comparison of the two sets. In particular, we
have investigated the differences between our scaled-solar
and � -enhanced CT transformations by comparing the color-
magnitude diagrams (CMDs) of theoretical isochrones trans-
formed from the log L=L� TeA plane using both sets of
transformations in different [Fe/H] regimes. The underlying
isochroneswe employed are� -enhanced isochrones (h½�=Fe�i ¼
0:4) with a metal distribution very similar to the one adopted in
the model atmosphere calculations; the stellar evolution code
and input physics are the same as in Pietrinferni et al. (2004). A
subset of these models has already been discussed in Cassisi
et al. (2003) and Salaris et al. (2004), where a concise summary
of the adopted input physics can be found. We wish to em-
phasize that here we are comparing differentially our two sets
of CT transformations, using the same underlying isochrone.
The differences we find in the CMD location of the transformed
isochrone are therefore due only to differences in the trans-
formations. In principle, we could have compared the CT
transformation tables on a point-by-point basis, but with our
approach we are automatically making the comparison within a
parameter space typical of stars populating the Galactic halo.

The most important outcomes of this analysis are the qual-
itative differences between the CMDs obtained employing the
two sets of transformations. Since until now all results based
on theoretical � -enhanced isochrones have been obtained by
employing in principle inappropriate scaled-solar CT trans-
formations, our analysis will allow us to establish which results
can be trusted and which cannot. These qualitative differences
are not affected at all when we change the underlying theo-
retical isochrones (we obtain very similar results using the
Vandenberg et al. 2000� -enhanced isochrones), as long as they
reasonably approximate the [Fe/H], surface gravity, and ef-
fective temperature range of halo stars. However, the precise
numerical values of the differences can be slightly dependent on
the selected theoretical isochrone.

Figure 1 displays a theoretical isochrone and the corre-
sponding zero-age horizontal branch (ZAHB) for an age of
12 Gyr—taken as representative of the typical Galactic glob-
ular cluster age (see, e.g., Salaris & Weiss 1998, 2002)—and
the following three metallicities and helium abundances: Z ¼
0:001, Y ¼ 0:246; Z ¼ 0:004, Y ¼ 0:251; and Z ¼ 0:01, Y ¼
0:259. These compositions, coupled with ½�=Fe� ¼ 0:4, cor-
respond to ½M=H� ¼ �1:27, ½Fe=H� ¼ �1:57 ([M/H] is the
global metallicity in spectroscopic notation); ½M=H� ¼ �0:66,
½Fe=H� ¼ �0:96; and ½M=H� ¼ �0:25, ½Fe=H� ¼ �0:55. We
briefly note here that the relationship between [Fe/H] and
[M/H] for the scaled-solar Grevesse & Sauval (1998) metal
distribution and [� /Fe] values typical of the Galactic halo is
well approximated by the following relationship given by
Salaris et al. (1993): ½M=H� ¼ ½Fe=H� þ log (0:638f þ 0:362),
where log ( f ) ¼ ½�=Fe�.

We have first transformed the three isochrones using the
� -enhanced transformations (Fig. 1, solid lines) for the ap-
propriate [Fe/H] (hence [M/H]). Then we used scaled-solar
transformations, as is routinely done in the literature, although
it is not usually specified how they are applied to � -enhanced
models. The issue is that when employing scaled-solar trans-
formations, one has to appropriately choose the independent
variable for the interpolation among the CT transformation

7 These new grids (labeled ODFNEW grids) can be downloaded from
http://kurucz.harvard.edu/grids.html and http://wwwuser.oat.ts.astro.it/castelli/
grids.html.
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tables (the same choice has to be made when comparing the
corresponding transformation tables). There are two simple
and natural choices for this. The first one is to consider the
total metallicity [M/H] of the � -enhanced models and de-
termine the scaled-solar transformations at the same [M/H].
This means that the individual metal abundances used in the
transformations are different from the models, but the global
metal content is the same; in our case, the Fe abundance for the
scaled-solar synthetic colors would be about 0.3 dex higher
than the proper one. Our isochrones transformed in this way
are displayed as short-dashed lines in Figure 1. The second
possibility is to consider scaled-solar transformations with the
same [Fe/H] of the � -enhanced models; this choice assumes
that it is the Fe abundance (and eventually the elements that are
not enhanced with respect to Fe) that contributes mostly to the
observed colors and bolometric corrections. This also means
that the transformations would take into account the appro-
priate abundance of Fe and other scaled-solar elements, while
underestimating the abundance of the � -elements by 0.4 dex in
our case. Isochrones transformed in this way are shown as
long-dashed lines in Figure 1.

Figure 1 shows clearly that the (MV ; V � I ) CMD, re-
gardless of the cluster metallicity, is unaffected by the CT

choice (the same is true for metallicities below Z ¼ 0:001);
this also holds for (MV ; V � R) and other near-infrared CMDs
included in our set of transformations. This result is hardly
surprising, since in general (V � R), (V � I ), (V � K ), (J�
K ), and (H � K ) color transformations are weakly sensitive to
the metal content. Also, BCV values appear to be very weakly
affected by the selected transformations.
The case of bluer colors such as (B� V ) and (U � B) is

quite different. We consider first the comparison between the
proper �-enhanced transformations and the scaled-solar ones
computed for the same [M/H]. At Z ¼ 0:001 (½Fe=H� ¼ �1:6)
there are discrepancies of a few hundredths of magnitudes in
the colors (which are reduced at lower metallicities to within
�0.01 mag for ½Fe=H� ¼ �2); these differences increase with
increasing metallicity and are larger in (U � B) than in (B� V ).
In general, scaled-solar color transformations selected on
the basis of the isochrone [M/H] do produce redder (B� V )
and (U � B) values. The color shift between the two sets of
transformations is also a function of the effective temperature;
it generally increases for decreasing TeA, as clearly seen in
Figure 1. The global effect is therefore also a slight change
of the isochrone morphology in the (MV ; B� V ) and (MV ;
U � B) CMDs. However, since the UB photometry is employed

Fig. 1.—CMDs of 12 Gyr old � -enhanced isochrones with labeled metallicities. Three different sets of CT transformations have been employed. Solid lines
represent � -enhanced transformations with the appropriate metal mixture; long-dashed lines denote scaled-solar transformations with the same [Fe/H] of the
� -enhanced ones, whereas short-dashed lines display the case of scaled-solar transformations with the same [M/H] of the � -enhanced ones. The inset shows an
enlargement of the RGB section of the Z ¼ 0:01 isochrone, to enhance the difference between the location of the solid and long-dashed lines. The horizontal dotted
line marks the MV ¼ 6 level (see text for details).
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mainly for studying hot HB stars, which are hot enough to be
unaffected by the choice of the transformations, the differences
are not extremely relevant when using this color index.8

When considering the case of scaled-solar transformations
with the same [Fe/H] of the � -enhanced mixture, the results
are practically identical at [Fe/H] of the order of �2.0, and in
general one obtains a better agreement with the appropriate
� -enhanced transformations; however, the discrepancies are
nonnegligible when Z � 0:001, increasing with both metal
content and decreasing TeA. At first it may appear surprising
that (B� V ) and (U � B) colors at the same [Fe/H] are bluer
in the � -enhanced case, when the total metal content is higher.
Figure 2 shows the differences between the flux predicted for a
typical � -enhanced MS model with ½Fe=H� ¼ �1 and scaled-
solar models with either the same [Fe/H] (solid line) or the
same [M/H] (dashed line). The � -enhanced model shows a
larger flux in the UB part of the spectrum with respect to the
scaled-solar counterpart with the same [Fe/H], and a qualita-
tive analysis of the figure shows clearly that the � -enhanced
(U � B) and (B� V ) indices have to be bluer. On the other
hand, colors built from passbands bluer than U may provide
different results. It is in fact evident from Figure 2 that, e.g.,
around k ¼ 280 nm [log (k) � 2:45] the � -enhanced flux is
definitely lower than the scaled-solar counterparts.

In order to explain the differences highlighted by Figure 2,
one needs to assess the role played by the different � -elements

in modifying the stellar flux with respect to a scaled-solar
mixture. It is clear that, for an exhaustive analysis, one should
compute a set of model atmospheres for several gravities and
effective temperatures by changing the abundance of each in-
dividual � -element at constant [Fe/H]. This notwithstanding—
prompted by the referee—we have obtained relevant prelimi-
nary results by computing selected models for the same [Fe/H],
gravity, and TeA as in Figure 2, enhancing one at a time the
abundances of the most relevant � -elements, i.e., O, Si, Mg,
and Ca.

As a general point, the different metal distributions of the
� -enhanced and scaled-solar models, computed for the same
TeA and gravity, affect both the line opacity and the continuum
opacity, redistributing the flux among the various wavelengths
in such a way that the flux conservation

R1
0

F� d� ¼ �T 4
eA=� is

met. For any abundance change the shape of the flux distri-
bution is modified because of a change of either the contin-
uum level, or the line absorption, or both. For instance, the
� -element that mostly affects the level of the continuum in our
model is Mg, because of the occurrence of a Mg I ionization
edge at 2500 8. By increasing the Mg abundance the contin-
uum flux decreases shortward of the Mg I discontinuity and
increases longward of it. Instead, the oxygen abundance affects
the flux distribution in the region of the U and V bands through
the numerous OH lines lying mostly shortward of the Balmer
discontinuity.

Figure 3 shows differences �(flux) between the flux pre-
dicted for models with only the labeled � -element–enhanced
(by 0.4 dex each) and the scaled-solar case with the same
½Fe=H� ¼ �1:0, TeA ¼ 5000 K, and log (g) ¼ 4:5. The�(flux)
values between the complete� -enhancedmodel and the scaled-
solar one with the same [Fe/H], TeA, and log (g) is also dis-
played. We focused our analysis on the wavelength region
where the largest �(flux) values contributing to the discrep-
ancies in the U and B filters are found.

8 There exists a third possible way of mimicking the CT transformations for
� -enhanced mixtures: that is, to use scaled-solar transformations computed for
the same [� /H] abundance as the � -enhanced models. In this way, one assumes
that mainly the � -elements affect the transformations; the chosen metal content
for the scaled-solar transformations would have, in this case, an Fe abundance
0.4 dex higher than the proper �-enhanced distribution. The data plotted in
Fig. 1 clearly show that this choice would produce the worst results, since it
would correspond to a scaled-solar [M/H] value 0.4 dex higher than the actual
one, hence yielding even redder (B� V ) and (U � B) colors.

Fig. 2.—Difference of the logarithm of the flux (ergs cm�2 s�1 Hz�1 sr�1)
predicted for an � -enhanced model TeA ¼ 5000 K, log (g) ¼ 4:5, ½Fe=H� ¼
�1:0 (½M=H� ¼ �0:7), and a corresponding scaled-solar model with either the
same [Fe/H] (solid line) or the same [M/H] (dashed line). Wavelengths are in
nm; the effective wavelengths of various broadband filters are also marked.

Fig. 3.—As in Fig. 2, but for four partially � -enhanced mixtures where
only the labeled elements are enhanced with respect to Fe (½�=Fe� ¼ 0:4). All
mixtures have ½Fe=H� ¼ �1:0; the solid line displays the difference between
the complete � -enhanced distribution and the solar one (it corresponds to the
solid line in Fig. 2), while dashed lines show the differences between the
various partial � -enhanced mixtures and the solar one.
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One notes how �(flux) between the complete � -enhanced
model and the scaled-solar one is essentially due to only O, Si,
Mg, and Ca. Calcium contributes mainly to the absorption at
k � 390 nm, whereas O and Mg play a major role in the dif-
ferences at k > 350 nm (apart from the Ca absorption men-
tioned before). In addition, Si and Mg are the most important
contributors to the region shortward of �350 nm.

Table 1 displays the (U � B) and (B� V ) colors predicted
by the same model atmospheres whose flux difference are
shown in Figure 3; this allows us to assess quantitatively how
much these individual � -elements affect the broadband UBV
colors. Magnesium appears to be the main cause of the (B� V )
and (U � B) color differences between the scaled-solar mixture
and the full � -enhanced one; in fact, by enhancing only Mg
one recovers 88% and 76% of the differences in (B� V ) and
(U � B), respectively. Oxygen has a smaller but nonnegligible
impact on the (B� V ) color, whereas the (U � B) color is
affected appreciably also by silicon. Calcium and the other
� -elements have only a minor impact on these two colors at
this TeA and gravity.

Prompted by our referee, to investigate the effects due to
surface gravity changes along an isochrone, we have computed
additional model atmospheres by enhancing the abundance of
each individual � -element, at the same [Fe/H] and effective
temperature as above, but for log (g) ¼ 3:0. We obtain results

similar to the case with log (g) ¼ 4:5—as one would also
expect by comparing the CT tables for scaled-solar and full
� -enhanced mixtures at these two gravities—the main differ-
ence being that, whereas at log (g) ¼ 4:5 the most important
� -element for the UB flux distribution is Mg, in this case the
contributions provided by Mg and Si are comparable.
Table 2 lists the differences between some relevant features

of the three sets of isochrones displayed in Figure 1. In par-
ticular, we wish to briefly discuss the (B� V ) color of the main
sequence (MS) at MV ¼ 6 [(B� V )MV¼6], the absolute visual
magnitude of the turnoff (TO), the color difference [�(B� V )]
between the TO and the red giant branch (RGB), the absolute
I-Cousins magnitude of the RGB tip, and the absolute visual
magnitude of the ZAHB at the level of the instability strip.
These quantities are usually employed in studies about distance
and age determinations of old stellar populations. In the fol-
lowing we will refer to the use of scaled-solar transformations
with the same [M/H] of the � -enhanced mixture, which pro-
duce the larger differences.
The (B� V )MV¼6 color (taken as the representative magni-

tude of the unevolved MS in globular clusters) enters the MS
fitting method for deriving cluster distances (e.g., Carretta et al.
2000; Percival et al. 2002). In fact, the color shifts applied to
individual subdwarfs in order to ‘‘register’’ their own metal-
licity to that of the considered cluster are usually derived from

TABLE 1

Scaled Solar and �-Enhanced Colors Predicted by Model Atmospheres

Color Scaled-solar a � -Enhancedb Mgþ04
c Oþ04

d Siþ04
e Caþ04

f

(B � V ) .............. 0.841 0.793 0.799 0.813 0.839 0.850

(U � B).............. 0.322 0.231 0.253 0.314 0.284 0.324

Notes.—Colors predicted by model atmospheres computed for a scaled-solar mixture, a fully � -enhanced one,
and by changing the abundance of each individual � -element at constant [Fe/H] (see text for details).

a Scaled-solar model atmosphere.
b � -Enhanced model atmosphere.
c Model atmosphere computed by enhancing by 0.4 dex the abundance of Mg (see text for details).
d Model atmosphere computed by enhancing by 0.4 dex the abundance of O.
e Model atmosphere computed by enhancing by 0.4 dex the abundance of Si.
f Model atmosphere computed by enhancing by 0.4 dex the abundance of Ca.

TABLE 2

Selected Properties of 12 Gyr Old � -Enhanced Isochrones with the Labeled Metallicities

CT Transformations (B� V )MV¼6
a MV (TO)b �(B� V )c MI (TRGB)

d MV (ZAHB)e

Z = 0.001

Scaled-solar (same [M/H])...... �0.027 0.014 �0.031 0.003 0.009

Scaled-solar (same [Fe/H]) ..... �0.006 0.030 �0.012 0.008 �0.001

Z = 0.004

Scaled-solar (same [M/H])...... �0.052 0.008 �0.042 0.002 0.009

Scaled-solar (same [Fe/H]) ..... �0.028 �0.014 �0.027 �0.001 �0.002

Z = 0.01

Scaled-solar (same [M/H])...... �0.072 �0.019 �0.044 0.001 0.012

Scaled-solar (same [Fe/H]) ..... �0.041 0.003 �0.028 0.023 �0.004

Notes.—This table displays diAerences (in mag) between the values obtained using the appropriate � -enhanced transformations
and scaled-solar ones with either the same [M/H] or the same [Fe/H] (see text for details).

a The (B� V ) color at MV ¼ 6:0 mag.
b Absolute visual magnitude of the turnoff.
c The (B� V ) difference between the turnoff and the RGB (see text for details).
d Absolute I-Cousins magnitude of the RGB tip.
e Absolute visual magnitude of the ZAHB at the level of the RR Lyrae instability strip.
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theoretical isochrones, at least in the regime of globular clus-
ter metallicities. The data listed in Table 2 show that the
(B� V )MV¼6 difference between the metallicities displayed in
Figure 1 does depend on the choice of the transformations and
are about 20% smaller when using the appropriate � -enhanced
transformations. This discrepancy may, however, have only a
small impact on the derived distances as long as the subdwarfs
employed in the MS fitting have metallicities close to the
cluster one; hence, the color shifts applied are small.

The (B� V ) color extension betweenTOandRGB,�(B� V ),
is also clearly strongly affected. Following Rosenberg et al.
(1999), here we have defined �(B� V ) as the color difference
between the TO and a point on the RGB 2.5 mag brighter than
the TO. This quantity is a function of the cluster age, but it is
generally used only in a differential way in order to determine
relative cluster ages (e.g., Vandenberg et al. 1990; Salaris &
Weiss 1998; Rosenberg et al. 1999). The absolute values of
�(B� V ) change by �0.03–0.04 mag, depending on the met-
allicity; this would cause an age variation by �2–3 Gyr if
�(B� V ) is used to estimate absolute ages.When differences of
�(B� V ) at varying ages are used for relative age estimates, the
impact of the CT transformation choice is, however, almost
negligible.

As for the MV values of TO and ZAHB at the RR Lyrae
instability strip—whose difference is usually employed to es-
timate cluster ages—they are affected by the adopted CT re-
lation at the level of �0.01 mag, which has a negligible impact
on the age estimates. We have in addition verified that, at a
fixed metallicity, the range of masses populating the RR Lyrae
instability strip is basically unaffected by the choice of trans-
formations. Also, the I magnitude of the RGB tip (a widely
used distance indicator for old stellar populations; see, e.g.,
Lee et al. 1993; Salaris & Cassisi 1998 and references therein)
is unaffected by the choice of the transformations, the variation
being of the order of�0.01 mag, which has a negligible impact
on the distance determinations.

4. TREATMENT OF SURFACE
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

It is well known that in order to integrate the stellar structure
equations, it is necessary to fix the value of the pressure and
temperature at the stellar surface, usually close to the photo-
sphere. There are basically two possibilities to determine this
value. The first one is to integrate the atmospheric layers by
using a T (�) relationship, supplemented by the hydrostatic
equilibrium condition and the equation of state; the second
possibility is to obtain the required boundary conditions from
precomputed nongray model atmospheres.

The first procedure is universally used in stellar model
computation; i.e., in our stellar evolution calculations em-
ployed above we have used the Krishna-Swamy (1966) solar
T (�) relationship. In Salaris et al. (2002) we have already
shown that in the case of scaled-solar models, the T (�) inte-
gration and boundary conditions from model atmospheres (be-
longing to a previous ATLAS 9 release) provide RGB tracks
that agree within about 50 K.

Here we repeat the test on scaled-solar models, and for the
first time we add a corresponding test for an � -enhanced mix-
ture, using the updated ATLAS 9 model grid discussed in
x 3. Figure 4 shows the evolutionary tracks of a 0.9 M� star
with a turnoff age of �10.5 Gyr, from the beginning of the MS
up to the RGB tip, in the log L=L� TeA plane. Four different
tracks are displayed, corresponding to the pair Z ¼ 0:004, Y ¼
0:251, for scaled-solar and � -enhanced metal distributions,

computed using boundary conditions from both a T (�) inte-
gration and nongray model atmospheres with the appropriate
metal mixture. The boundary conditions from the model
atmospheres were taken at � ¼ 56. In both scaled-solar and
� -enhanced cases, the MS is completely insensitive to the
choice of the boundary conditions. The RGB part is slightly
affected, at the level of at most 40 K, the model atmosphere
tracks being cooler. The effect of this temperature change on
the predicted colors is the following: �(B� V ) � þ0:02,
�(U � B) �þ0:03, and �(V � I ) � þ0:02 mag.

Evolutionary timescales and interior properties of the models
are also unaffected by the choice of the boundary conditions.
Analogous results have been obtained at different Z. We also
computed a model for M ¼ 0:9 M�, Z ¼ 0:004 by taking the
model atmosphere boundary conditions at � ¼ 10, obtaining
the same results as for the � ¼ 56 case.

We therefore conclude that scaled-solar and � -enhanced
isochrones can be safely computed—within the quoted uncer-
tainty of about 40 K—integrating a solar T (�) relationship for
the boundary conditions, at least when the evolving mass is
larger than �0.5–0.6 M� (which is the lower mass limit of our
isochrones); lower masses may be more affected by the choice
of the boundary conditions, as discussed, e.g., in Alexander
et al. (1997), Chabrier & Baraffe (1997), and references therein.
Moreover, the results of all previously published comparisons
between scaled-solar and � -enhanced models in the log L=L�
TeA plane (e.g., Salaris et al. 1993; Vandenberg et al. 2000) that
were computed employing T (�)-based boundary conditions are
fully confirmed when employing the boundary conditions from
the appropriate nongray model atmospheres.

Our results suggest that employing a solar T (�) relationship
for the boundary conditions provides a fair approximation to
the boundary conditions from nongray model atmospheres, al-
though in principle it is more appropriate and self-consistent
to rely on model atmosphere results. This notwithstanding,
one has to consider the fact that model atmospheres are also

Fig. 4.—Comparison on the log L=L� TeA plane of 0.9 M� stellar models
with Z ¼ 0:004 (scaled-solar and � -enhanced) computed using boundary
conditions from model atmospheres (dashed lines) and from the integration of
a T (�) relationship (solid line).
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affected by intrinsic uncertainties, especially related to con-
vection, and are usually based on a convection treatment dif-
ferent from the one adopted in stellar evolution computations
(Montalban et al. 2001).

Figure 5 compares 12 Gyr old isochrones for a scaled-solar
mixture and for an � -enhanced one with the same global
metallicity, computed by using both boundary conditions and
CT transformations from the appropriate model atmospheres.
The equivalence between scaled-solar and � -enhanced iso-
chrones with the same [M/H] is still good at low metallicities,
especially in the VI plane, while in the BV plane there are
small differences due to the effect of the CT transformations.
Larger differences are present at Z � 0:004, which are espe-
cially significant in the BV plane.

5. SUMMARY

We have compared updated ATLAS 9 UBVRIJHKL syn-
thetic photometry for both � -enhanced and scaled-solar metal
distributions in a large range of metallicities typical of the
Galactic halo populations. This is the first complete analysis of
the impact of an ½�=Fe�> 0 metal distribution on broadband
colors and bolometric corrections for the full metallicity range
of the Galactic halo population.
We found that it is impossible to mimic the appropriate

� -enhanced (B� V ) and (U � B) color transformations with
simple rescalings of the scaled-solar ones over the entire [Fe/H]
range of theGalactic halo. At ½Fe=H� � �2:0,� -enhanced trans-
formations are well reproduced by scaled-solar ones with the
same [Fe/H]; however, this good agreement breaks down for
[Fe/H] larger than about�1.6. In general, (B� V ) and (U � B)
� -enhanced colors tend to be bluer than scaled-solar ones at
either the same [Fe/H] or [M/H], and the differences increase
with increasing metallicity and decreasing TeA. These differ-
ences are mainly due to the enhancement of Mg with con-
tributions from the enhancement of Si and O.
On the other hand, BCV and more infrared colors predicted

by � -enhanced transformations are well reproduced by scaled-
solar results. Key quantities such as the TO and ZAHB
V magnitudes, as well as the RGB tip I magnitude obtained
from theoretical isochrones, are basically unaffected by the use
of the appropriate � -enhanced transformations.
We have also tested, for the first time, the effect of boundary

conditions obtained from appropriate � -enhanced model atmo-
spheres on the stellar evolutionary tracks in the log L=L�
TeA plane. We find that, as in the case of scaled-solar models,
the integration of a solar T (�) relationship provides, at least for
masses larger than 0.5–0.6 M�, � -enhanced tracks very sim-
ilar to the ones computed using boundary conditions from the
appropriate model atmospheres.
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